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Exploiting New Interconnect Technologies
in On-Chip Communication
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Abstract—The continuing scaling of transistors has increased the
number of cores available in current processors, and the number
of cores is expected to continue to increase. In such manycore pro-
cessors, the communication between cores with the on-chip inter-
connect is becoming a challenge as it not only must provide low
latency and high bandwidth but also needs to be cost-effective in
terms of power consumption. The communication challenge is not
only within a single chip but providing high bandwidth to the in-
creasing number of cores from off-chip memory is also a chal-
lenge. The conventionalmetal interconnect is limited, especially for
global communication, and can not scale efficiently. In this paper,
we investigate alternative interconnect technologies that can be ex-
ploited to address the communication challenges in future many-
core processor. We provide an overview of the different technolo-
gies that are available and then, investigate how these interconnect
technologies impact the architecture of the on-chip communication
and the system design.

Index Terms— Integrated circuit interconnections, multipro-
cessor interconnection, parallel architectures.

I. INTRODUCTION

A CCORDING to the International Technology Roadmap
for Semiconductors (ITRS) [1], transistors will continue

to scale but conventional metal wires will not scale efficiently
in terms of latency and energy. The ITRS roadmap suggests that
a new interconnect paradigm is needed to continue the scaling
of transistors and the number of cores. The interconnect must
not only provide high performance, which includes lower la-
tency and higher bandwidth, but also needs to be very cost-ef-
ficient—i.e., minimize performance per cost where cost can be
energy or area.
There has been significant amount of work done on im-

proving the efficiency and performance of wires [2]. For local
communication, conventional electrical wires will likely be
very cost-efficient. However, with the increasing number of
components being integrated into a single chip and larger chip
size, the distance of on-chip communication will increase and
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of manycore processors, consisting of processing cores
(C), an on-chip cache, memory controllers, and different accelerators (A).

conventional wires will not scale efficiently, especially for
global communication. As a result, one of the challenges to
enable the scalability of future manycore processors is the
on-chip communication [3].
To interconnect all the on-chip components together, the

network-on-chip (NoC) [4], [5] approach has been proposed
to design communication subsystem in system-on-chip (SoC)
and manycore processors. A high-level block diagram of a
system using NoC is shown in Fig. 1. The system consists
of a large number of cores and a memory system (including
different levels of the cache) and is connected to off-chip
memory through the on-chip memory controllers. Future
manycore processors can also be heterogeneous and contain
different types of cores such as accelerators. Over the past
ten years, there has been a substantial amount of research on
different aspects of NoC [6], including architecture, circuits,
and systems that employ NoC, but many of these works have
used conventional, electrical signaling for communication.
With the limitations of conventional electrical signaling1 and
its impact on the scalability of future manycore processors,
there has been a recent increase in interest on NoC research
using alternative interconnect technologies. This work explores
how these new interconnect technologies can be exploited for
on-chip communication.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,

to avoid the limitations of conventional electrical signaling, we
provide a brief overview of new alternative interconnect tech-
nologies and how they can be leveraged for on-chip commu-
nication. Given the availability of these new interconnect tech-
nologies, we discuss the main components that impact the de-
sign of an on-chip communication in Section III and the on-chip
network architecture including topology, routing, and flow con-
trol in Section IV. Section V present a discussion on other rele-
vant issues in designing an on-chip network including their im-
pact on the system design.

1In this work, we define conventional electrical signaling as channels that are
designed with RC wires and repeaters.
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II. INTERCONNECT TECHNOLOGIES

In this section, we provide an overview of some of the new in-
terconnect technologies that have been recently proposed. Dif-
ferent technologies present different benefits and challenges.
Based on these technologies, we describe how these technolo-
gies can be used for on-chip communication in the following
sections.

A. Nanophotonics

Photonic interconnects have been widely used in long-haul
interconnect and, recently, are being used in large-scale su-
percomputers and datacenters. The continued advances in
photonic technology [7]–[10] have resulted in the decrease
of CMOS-compatible device sizes and have become compa-
rable to electrical components. These advances have enabled
photonic interconnects for communication within a chip and
chip-to-chip communication by providing more energy-effi-
cient on-chip global communication with higher bandwidth
and lower latency compared with electrical signaling [11].
The main components of on-chip nanophotonic communi-

cation include a light source, the waveguide where the light
is routed, a modulator for electrical to optical (E/O) signal
conversion, and a detector for the optical to electrical (O/E)
conversion. For the modulators and the detectors, micro-ring
resonator-based technology is commonly used. Each of these
components can be built in a CMOS-compatible process to
reduce the cost of integrating nanophotonics with other logic.
The light source often leverages an off-chip laser and is coupled
into on-chip waveguides. The waveguides, consisting of a high
refractive index material as the core and a low refractive index
material that form the cladding, are the “channels” used to
transmit the light and guide the light. The ring resonators only
couple a specific wavelength from the power waveguides while
Germanium-based modulators are used as detectors. Dense
wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) allows multiple
independent signals to share the same optical waveguide to
increase the overall throughput.
Despite the benefits of nanophotonics, the technology has

some disadvantages. For example, it is difficult to implement
control logic or buffers in optics and thus, the control logic needs
to be implemented with electrical signaling. The overhead of
using on-chip nanophotonics can result in higher static power
because of the micro-rings. The wavelength of each micror-
ings can also drift as temperature changes. To avoid this drift,
trimming process is commonly used which provides constantly
heats the rings [12], [13]. Since the trimming process is done
regardless of the activity on the optical channels, they introduce
static power overhead. In addition, crossing of the waveguides
results in signal losses and thus, waveguide crossing needs to be
minimized or avoided.

B. RF/Wireless

The radio-frequency interconnect (RF-I) [14], [15] has been
proposed for off-chip as well as on-chip communication. RF-I
is projected to scale better than traditional RCwires [16] and re-
duce latency while providing high aggregate bandwidth. Unlike
conventional RC wires that require charging or discharging the
entire length of the wire, an electromagnetic carrier wave is sent

Fig. 2. Logical Diagram of 2.5D and 3D stacking. (a) 2.5D stacking. (b) 3D
stacking.

along the transmission line in RF-I with the data modulated on
to the carrier wave.
Similar to nanophotonics, the bandwidth efficiency of RF-I

can be improved by sending multiple data simultaneously using
multi-band RF, which requires multiple transmitters or mixers
on the sender side to convert a data stream into a specific
frequency band and multiple receivers on the receiving side
to down-convert each signal. Wireless differs from RF as the
communication medium is free space and also differs from
other alternative interconnects as the channel does not need to
be physically laid out and thus, is not limited by the intercon-
nect routing. Wireless communication can be over different
frequency ranges, as summarized in [17], and they impact the
physical layer design, including the on-chip antennas and the
wireless transceivers [18]. Challenges in wireless interconnect
includes minimizing interference, and the cost of wireless links
is proportional to the distance in terms of communication, as
higher energy is needed for lower distance wireless communi-
cation.

C. 3D Integration

The idea of stacking multiple dies, i.e., 3D die-stacking or
3D integration, is not a new one. However, recent advances
over the past several years in critical technologies such as
through-silicon via (TSV) manufacturing, wafer thinning,
wafer/die bonding, micro-bump construction, and other areas
have moved the technology to being imminently practical for
wide-spread, high-volume manufacturing [19]–[21]. Memory
vendors are already showcasing advanced die-stacked proto-
types involving multiple layers of DRAM [22] and even mixed
DRAM+logic stacks [23]. Academic prototypes are advancing
in complexity, with large many-core systems die-stacked with
memory [24], [25].
Die-stacking technology has two primary incarnations. The

first, and simpler, is called 2.5D stacking or horizontal stacking
[26]. In this approach, multiple silicon chips are stacked
side-by-side on a passive silicon interposer, as illustrated in
Fig. 2(a). This approach simplifies the manufacturing process
by only requiring simpler-to-implement “micro-bumps” at
the interface between the chips and the interposer. The TSVs
penetrate the interposer to provide power, ground, and IO
connectivity to the external C4 bumps. Note that the interposer
layer only contains a few metal layers to provide chip-to-chip
and chip-to-TSV routing, but it does not support any tran-
sistors. The lack of devices simplifies the usage of TSVs
because issues such as TSV impact on device performance (for
example, TSV etching can disrupt the crystal structure of the
silicon, thereby impacting carrier mobility in the devices) can
be avoided. The second, and perhaps more iconic, approach
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is vertical 3D stacking where multiple active chips (i.e., with
transistors) are stacked on top of each other, as shown in
Fig. 2(b) [27]. Vertical stacking may make potential use of one
(or more) of several layer-to-layer interconnect technologies,
which may include direct electrical connections in the form
of TSVs or micro-bumps, capacitatively-coupled circuits, and
inductively-coupled circuits, each with different area, power,
latency tradeoffs, and system implications.
Die-stacking technology provides the ability to integrate

chips that would conventionally be placed in two separate
packages into the same stack (whether through 2.5D or 3D inte-
gration). This provides direct benefits from the replacement of
costly off-chip interconnects with the in-package interconnects.
Even conventional single-chip systems may be repartitioned
across multiple die-stacked chips, converting long, global, 2D
on-chip routes into shorter 3D interconnects. Fundamentally,
all such exploitations of die stacking take longer wires and
makes them shorter, thus eliminating RC in the circuit which
translates into lower latencies and lower power. Apart from the
electrical benefits, die stacking will likely be a key enabling
technology for other emerging interconnect technologies as
well. On-chip RF/wireless interconnects may benefit from the
use of a stacked layer with a logic process and metal stack
better suited to the analog drivers, receivers, and transmission
lines for on-chip RF signaling. Likewise, die-stacking can
enable easier integration of photonic components without
having to directly make the photonic devices compatible with
the leading-edge logic process technology.

III. ON-CHIP COMMUNICATION COMPONENTS

The two main components that make up any on-chip commu-
nication system are the channels and the router microarchitec-
ture. These two components significantly impact NoC architec-
ture, and we discuss how new interconnect technologies impact
these components.

A. Network Channel

The cost of the network channel and interconnect technology
are an important factor in determining the optimal topology.
This was illustrated with the migration towards high-radix net-
works in large-scale, off-chip networks [28] and has a similar
impact on on-chip network topologies. We compare the cost of
two interconnect technologies as the length of the channel in-
creases in Fig. 3(a). Cost can be measured in terms of energy
per bit or capital cost per bit, and we assume the bandwidth is
held constant as the channel length increases. The -intercepts
of these lines represent the overhead of the interconnect tech-
nologies and reflect the cost of the transmitters/receivers, or if
the cost is measured in terms of energy, it is the static energy
of the network channel. The slope represents the change in cost
as the channel length changes. A smaller slope represents the
cost of the channel for a particular interconnect technology is
less sensitive to the channel length. The intersection of the two
lines represents the trade-off between these two technologies.
In Fig. 3(a), for channel length smaller than , technology is
more cost-efficient while for lengths greater than , technology
is more cost-efficient. For these two technologies, a hetero-

geneous network based on the combination of the two intercon-

Fig. 3. Cost comparison of two interconnect technologies.

nects [shownwith the highlighted line in Fig. 3(a)] can represent
a more optimized topology that exploits the benefit of both in-
terconnect technologies.
In this plot, for simplicity, we assumed that the cost of

the technologies vary linearly with distance, but that might
not necessarily be the case for some technologies. Some in-
terconnect will realize a step-function behavior while other
interconnect technologies have a flatter line with a slope ap-
proaching zero—i.e., once the overhead cost of the channel is
paid for, the cost is relatively insensitive to the channel length.
Fig. 3(b) shows such an example with nearly zero-slope inter-
connect technology but with a higher -intercept. Compared
with Fig. 3(a), the intersection point is moved substantially to
the right (i.e., longer channel distance). Thus, the cost of the
channels, in particular how it changes with the channel length,
needs to be properly considered in the NoC architecture.

B. Channel Layout

In addition to the channel and its cost, another significant
impact on the topology design is the packaging constraints of
the interconnection network [29]. For large-scale networks, the
packaging constraints of the router chip, backplane, cables,
etc. impact the topology design, but for on-chip networks,
the most important packaging constraint is how the channels
are laid out within a 2D planar layout. Using 3D integration
changes the packaging constraint with the added dimension,
but the constraints within each level of 3D IC are still depen-
dent on the planar layout. In most NoC channels based on
conventional electrical signaling, the physical channel layout
often corresponds to the logical channel that connects different
router nodes together, and the length of the physical channel
impacts the characteristics of the channel. If multiple logical
channels are needed in the network, multiple physical channels
(or wires) must be laid out to provide connectivity. However,
one key difference between some of the advanced interconnect
technologies and conventional electrical-signaling is the logical
channel mapping to the physical channels, as the physical
channel does not necessarily correspond to a particular logical
channel connectivity. In Fig. 4, an example of a physical
channel layout is shown with a physical channel consisting of
various logical channels. By having multiple logical channels
share a physical channel, it enables a scalable topology that
could not be designed with conventional electrical wires.
Nanophotonics can leverage such advantages of a global

physical channel to implement multiple logical channels.
The physical channel can be laid out in a circular ring or a
snake-like shape to implement different crossbar organiza-
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Fig. 4. Physical channel and logical channel mapping using advanced inter-
connect technology.

Fig. 5. Four-way concentration implementation in a 2D mesh network: (a)
no concentration; (b) integrated concentration; (c) external concentration; (d)
hybrid concentration; (e) external concentration with separate local traffic net-
work.

tions including multiple-write-single-read (MWSR) [30] or a
single-write-multiple-read (SWMR) [31], [32]. These two im-
plementations differ on how the crossbar arbitration is done, but
all provide high connectivity using a shared physical channel.
Radio Frequency interconnect (RF-I) [33] also leverages a
similar structure shown in Fig. 4 to provide additional logical
channels to a conventional 2D mesh topology.

C. Concentration

One common component that impacts the scalability of the
network is the concentration or sharing of network resources

among multiple terminal2 nodes [34]. An example of a four-way
concentration for a 2-D mesh topology is shown in Fig. 8(b) and
results in a concentrated mesh (CMESH) [35]. With four-way
concentration, the number of routers in the topology is reduced
by a factor of 4 and also reduces the hop count since the number
of intermediate routers decreases. In general, for a network with
a concentration degree of , the number of routers required can
be reduced by a factor of , thereby reducing the network cost.
Concentration can be applied to other on-chip network topolo-
gies—for example, the flattened butterfly [36] example shown
in Fig. 8(c) is another topology which uses a four-way concen-
tration.
Concentration can be implemented in different ways and two

examples include external concentration or integrated concen-
tration [37]. External concentration adds a concentrator (or a
mux) to the input of the router and a distributor (or a demux)
to the output to share the network injection/ejection bandwidth,
while an integrated concentrator integrates additional ports into
the router. The integrated concentration approach requires in-
creasing the router radix by , while external concentra-
tion does not require any changes to the router. The two imple-
mentations present different trade-offs: the external concentra-
tion minimizes the router complexity but limits the amount of
bandwidth available to the terminal nodes while the integrated
concentration increases the router complexity but provides more
bandwidth to the terminal nodes. Integrated concentration can
also increase overall performance by enabling multiple terminal
nodes to use the network bandwidth simultaneously—e.g., in0
can use the East output while in1 can use the North output. For
illustration, the external concentration was shown with a mux,
but other techniques can be used to implement external concen-
tration—for example, a local bus [38] can be used to aggregate
local traffic before connecting to the on-chip network.
Although network cost can be reduced with external concen-

tration, one performance bottleneck is for local concentrated
traffic—i.e., traffic between the nodes being concentrated to-
gether or sharing the network channel bandwidth. If the local
traffic uses the router, then the amount of bandwidth available
for local traffic is reduced by a factor of . This bottleneck can
be avoided by either increasing the number of concentrators and
creating a hybrid concentration [Fig. 5(d)] or by having a sepa-
rate local network for local concentrated traffic [Fig. 5(e)]. This
local network cannot be used for communicating with any other
nodes in the network but only the nodes sharing the concentrator
into the network. The concentrator (mux) and the local commu-
nication network are drawn separately in the figure but can be
physically shared. The local network can be implemented with
any architecture including a bus or a crossbar switch.

D. Router Microarchitecture

In a multi-stage network, a router is the building block of
the network and the per-hop router delay impacts overall net-
work latency. The main components of a router microarchitec-
ture that impact its delay include the datapath components, such
as the buffers and crossbar switch, and the control logic, which

2Terminal nodes are defined as any components that communicate through
the on-chip network.
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Fig. 6. Baseline router microarchitecture with the added components to support
alternative interconnect technologies shown below the dotted line.

includes the routing logic, switch, and virtual channel alloca-
tors. Using conventional electrical signaling, there have been
many prior works to simplify the router microarchitecture, in-
cluding reducing the router complexity [39] or completely re-
moving the input buffers [40], [41]. However, these microarchi-
tectures assume the channels are minimal length between neigh-
boring routers, and it is not clear if these microarchitectures are
suitable for the alternative interconnect technologies, where the
channels will likely be used for global communication.
When the on-chip channels exploit advanced interconnect

technologies, the router microarchitecture needs to be modi-
fied such that the receivers and transmitters are added to the
input and output of the routers as necessary, as shown in Fig. 6.
The main change in the router microarchitecture is increasing
the number of ports to support these additional channels. In
Fig. 6, we assumed an external concentration for the global
channels and assumed that the number of input and output ports
added were identical. However, different concentrations can be
implemented depending on the topology and cost/performance
trade-off. The number of additional input and output ports added
also does not need to be identical—for example, if the router
supports a single transmitter but multiple receivers, only one
output channel is needed while multiple input channels are re-
quired.
In such a heterogeneous router microarchitecture that sup-

ports two different interconnect technology channels, there are
many issues that need to be considered. For example, one im-
portant design parameter is the amount of input buffers, and
the buffers’ depth is impacted by the channel latency. With
buffered flow control, the buffer information (such as credits)
must be obtained by upstream routers. Most NoC with conven-
tional electrical wires can use additional dedicated wires to com-
municate the credit information but that is likely not affordable
for most advanced interconnect technology and might likely re-
quire using piggybacked flow control. In addition, the internal
crossbar likely can be optimized since all the crosspoints will
not be needed—i.e., if only direct (or 1-hop) routing is used on
the global channels in the topology, no connections are needed
from the global input ports to the global output ports. To avoid
congestion on the adaptive routing, the traffic from the global

Fig. 7. Four-port nonblocking switch using microrings [45]. The different
paths from the West port to the other ports are highlighted.

traffic can have higher priority than local traffic in the arbitra-
tion as well.
Router microarchitecture for 3D stacking can be extended

similar to Fig. 6 with additional ports for the vertical channels
through TSVs and with no receivers or transmitters since 3D
with TSVs only introduces additional wires. However, such
microarchitecture does not properly exploit the short inter-chip
distance, and alternative router microarchitectures have been
proposed. NoC-Bus hybrid microarchitectures where the ver-
tical TSVs are used as a bus that spans multiple layers, as well
as dimensionally-decomposed routers [42] have been proposed.
Leveraging a 3D processor where individual modules span
across different layer [43], Park et al. [44] also partitioned the
router microarchitecture across the different layers in a layered
3D design to reduce the router area and power consumption.
Because of difficulty in implementing the control logic within

the router and the providing buffers in alternative technologies,
very few alternative router microarchitectures have been pro-
posed. However, one alternative is an optical router structure
usingmicrorings. An example of a nonblocking four-port switch
[45] is shown in Fig. 7 with the different possible paths from the
West port to the other three ports shown. The optical routers pro-
vide switching capability, but because of the difficulty of pro-
viding optical buffers [46], other techniques are need to avoid
contentions such as circuit switching [47], [48] or when con-
tention does occur, the optical signal is converted and stored in
the buffers of the electrical network [49].
Arbitration within each router is important as it impacts the

router’s throughput, but the impact of arbitration increases as
the number of ports increases. For recent architectures that
have provided a single stage crossbar network, the arbitra-
tion becomes more critical. As a result, different arbitration
mechanisms for nanophotonic crossbars have been proposed,
including token-ring arbitration [30] and token-stream arbi-
tration [50], [51]. However, one of the challenges in a global
arbitration is providing fairness across all the nodes in the
network. For example, because of the waveguide organization,
upper nodes can access the tokens and thus, starve the down-
stream nodes in token-stream arbitration. Thus, fairness in the
arbitration needs to be guaranteed, while still providing high
router throughput.
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Fig. 8. Examples of different topologies for on-chip networks. (a) Mesh. (b) Concentrated mesh. (c) Flattened butterfly. (d) Fattree. (e) Crossbar.

E. Alternatives to Packet-Switched Network-on-Chip

The previous sections described different components of an
network-on-chip and different issues that need to be considered
when advanced interconnect technology is leveraged. The NoC
assumed a packet-switched network as messages are converted
to packets and injected into the network. However, such a
packet-switched network introduces overhead, which includes
area and power consumed by the buffers and the switch within
the router. A very different approach to providing on-chip
communication is avoiding packet-switched networks and
leveraging a simple bus structure. Borkar [52] argued that with
the large amount of wires available on-chip, a packet-switched
network is not necessary and a bus-based interconnection net-
work should be designed. A scalable bus design for a 64-node
system was described [53] where a multiple-segment broadcast
bus was used to create a bus-based NoC that was shown to be
more energy efficient than a packet-switched network. Oh et
al. [54] extended the idea of using a global bus by leveraging
the benefits of transmission lines to provide high throughput
while reducing global latency. The transmission line is not
used a global bus but as a shared medium for point-to-point
communication. Although these alternatives have been shown
to improve the cost of on-chip communication, one of their as-
sumptions is that global traffic is not necessarily high compared
to local traffic. If there is significant amount of global traffic for
a given application, these alternatives might not be appropriate.
It is also not clear how scalable these approaches will be if the
number of cores continue to increase. However, these alterna-
tives can be combined with packet-switched networks to create
a heterogeneous NoC (Section IV-A2) to provide additional
scalability.

IV. NETWORK-ON-CHIP ARCHITECTURE

Based on the components described in the previous section,
we discuss how these components impact the design of the NoC
architecture, including the topology, routing, and the flow con-
trol.

A. Topology

Topology defines how the channels and the routers are
connected in an interconnection network and determines the
performance bounds—including zero-load latency and network
throughput [34]. Examples of different on-chip network topolo-
gies are shown in Fig. 8. The topologies can be characterized
by the router radix or the number of ports in the router and the
network diameter that corresponds to the maximum hop count

between any two nodes. As the radix increases, the network di-
ameter decreases, which can increase performance by reducing
the hop count and network latency. However, increasing the
radix can also increase router complexity. In comparison, as
the radix decreases, the router microarchitecture is simplified
but also increases the network diameter. The radix also impacts
the channel length in the network. For example, a low-radix 2D
mesh network keeps the channel length minimal as routers are
connected only to neighboring routers. However, high-radix
topologies requires longer channels to provide higher con-
nectivity—e.g., the 2D flattened butterfly [36] requires long
channels that are proportional to the single dimension of the
chip and a crossbar requires longer channels. The channel
lengths has significant impact on the channel cost, as described
earlier in Section III-A, and the channel cost impacts the
optimal NoC topology. In this section, we describe different
topologies proposed that exploits the benefits of new intercon-
nect technologies. In this work, we define a homogeneous NoC
as a network where only a single interconnect technology is
used while a heterogeneous NoC is defined as a network using
two or more different interconnect technologies.
1) Homogeneous Topology: Based on different NoC topolo-

gies that have been proposed, only a few works rely strictly
on advanced interconnect technologies for on-chip communi-
cation to create a homogeneous NoC topology. Corona [30] is
one example of a homogeneous network as it leverages a global,
nanophotonic crossbar. However, Corona uses a four-way con-
centration in the architecture and although the details are not
clear, it is unlikely that local nodes communicate through the
optical crossbar but more likely that they use some form of con-
ventional electrical signaling for local communication. Instead
of a global crossbar, Joshi et al. [55] propose a Clos network
for global communication using silicon-photonics to reduce the
network power while a fattree-based optical NoC (FONoC) [56]
has also been proposed. Different topologies that leverage 3D
integration [57] can also be considered homogeneous topolo-
gies since the TSVs are often treated as very short wires, en-
abling conventional 3D topologies such as a 3D mesh or hybrid
bus-NoC approach where the TSVs are used as a bus that inter-
connects all the layers [42].
2) Hierarchical, Heterogeneous Topology: A heterogeneous

network combines the benefits of different interconnect tech-
nologies and can be classified as an hierarchical network or a
flat network (Fig. 9). A hierarchical heterogeneous network can
consist of two different types of networks—a local network that
interconnects some number of neighboring or local nodes and
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Fig. 9. Different heterogeneous network implementations using different in-
terconnect technologies. (a) Hierarchical, heterogeneous network. (b) Flat, het-
erogeneous network.

a global network that interconnects the local network together
for global communication.3 As described earlier, most of the in-
terconnect technologies that have been proposed are often effi-
cient for global communication and the overhead does not make
them feasible for short-range communication. Because of this
difference in cost based on channel length, a hierarchical het-
erogenous topology can be created where one interconnect tech-
nology is used for the local network while another interconnect
technology is used for the global network [Fig. 9(a)].
Both Firefly [32] and the opto-electrical crossbar [58] use an

electrical mesh for local communication while a global optical
crossbar is used for global communication, but these two net-
works differ in how the crossbar is implemented. Leveraging the
benefits of plasmonic components in nanophotonics architec-
ture, a hybrid flattened butterfly topology was proposed where
the long channels that span the entire chip use plasmonic/pho-
tonics channels [59]. Another example is a radio frequency in-
terconnect (RF-I) network where a conventional 2D mesh net-
work is used as the baseline network, but this network is overlaid
with an RF network that adds shortcuts to the network [33]. The
shortcuts are express channels [60] that provide high bandwidth
channels between different router nodes in the network while re-
ducing the latency. WCube [61] is another hybrid architecture
that combines wireless technology with a baseline concentrated
mesh topology using electrical signaling. The wireless connec-
tivity is similar to a hypercube, but instead of having dedicated
channels connect the wireless routers, each wireless router has
a single wireless transmitter and multiple receivers. The wire-
less router is shared among all the nodes within a cluster of
nodes. Ganguly et al. [62] proposed a hierarchical structure that
consists of clusters where the intra-cluster is connected using
a wired interconnect. Within each cluster, a hub router that is
used to communicate with other clusters. The neighboring clus-
ters are connected using conventional wires while wireless in-
terconnect is used to interconnect multihop clusters.
3) Flat, Heterogeneous Topology: In comparison, a flat

network uses a network for the communication between
all the nodes, but multiple networks can exist in parallel
[Fig. 9(b)]—with each network possibly used for a different

3Concentration, described earlier in Section III-C, does provide a level of
hierarchy as the nodes connected to the same concentrator create an initial hier-
archy level of the network.

Fig. 10. Routing examples on the flattened butterfly topology from source
to destination . (a) Minimal routing. (b) Nonminimal routing.

purpose. This type of network can be viewed as a channel-sliced
network [34] since the bandwidth from the nodes are sliced into
multiple parallel networks. However, by leveraging the charac-
teristics of the different interconnect technologies, the parallel
networks are often used for different purposes. For example,
research from Columbia [63] uses both an electrical network
and an optical network layer using 3D stacking to create a
hybrid circuit-switched network using a 2D torus topology.
Since optical processing is difficult, the electrical network is
used to setup a circuit, as well as to tear down the circuits, while
the optical network is used to transmit the data. ATAC [64] ar-
chitecture also uses a 2D electrical mesh extended with a global
optical crossbar. However, in our classification, they differ
from both Firefly [32] and the opto-electrical crossbar [58],
where a cluster or group of nodes are connected with the 2D
mesh network. In comparison, ATAC has a 2D mesh network
(ENET) for the entire node and additionally have an optical
crossbar (ONET) that provides efficient global communication.
The different topologies described in this section present dif-

ferent trade-offs in cost and performance. The optimal topology
for any given interconnect technology will be impacted by not
only the cost of the interconnect but also the communication
characteristics of the workload on the manycore processors. For
example, if the manycore processor architecture results in a
significant local traffic, a hierarchical heterogeneous topology
might be more appropriate while if there is uniform global ac-
cess (e.g., a shared last-level cache distributed across the chip),
either a homogeneous topology or a flat heterogeneous topology
might better support such a communication pattern.

B. Routing

The routing algorithm determines the path a packet takes
from its source to its destination. Routing algorithms can be
classified into different algorithms, including minimal and non-
minimal routing. Minimal deterministic routing is the simplest
routing algorithm to implement and is commonly used, but the
performance can be limited. In some topologies, nonminimal
routing is critical to improve the throughput of the network in
adversarial traffic patterns. An example of non-minimal routing
is shown in Fig. 10 for a flattened butterfly topology. Nonmin-
imal routing exploits the path diversity in the topology, and al-
though it increases the hop count, overall latency can be mini-
mized if there is congestion in the minimal path.
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Fig. 11. Cost comparison when nonminimal routing introduces another hop
count.

Given the different paths between minimal and nonminimal
routes, an adaptive routing algorithm is needed to determine be-
tween minimal and nonminimal paths with the adaptive deci-
sion often determined by the network congestion [65]. However,
it is not clear if nonminimal routing can be done energy-effi-
ciently, especially if the nonminimal routing leverages an ad-
vanced interconnect that has higher overhead cost. To illustrate
this impact, the cost comparison plot shown earlier in Fig. 3(a)
is modified by doubling the cost of interconnect B, from the
line to line, as shown in Fig. 11. We assume non-minimal
routing doubles the hop count and results in the cost being dou-
bled. The increase in the cost results in a shift in the intersection
point: the original intersection point of length is moved right
to , and the benefit of the new interconnect is only re-
alized at much higher channel length.
As a result, the adaptivity or flexibility needs to be introduced

into the routing in different ways such that the global channel is
only traversed once. An example of such approach is the adap-
tive shortcuts [66] for the RF-overlaid topology [33]. Since the
traffic pattern can vary depending on the workload, an adaptive
shortcut allocates bandwidth differently based on the communi-
cation pattern. The RF physical channel is mapped to different
logical channels and enables reconfiguring the topology via fre-
quency-band reassignment, thereby providing the benefits of
adaptive routing without having to pay the cost of traversing
extra channels. Adaptive routing is also more complex than de-
terministic or oblivious routing, but the high bandwidth of alter-
native interconnect technology can be exploited and leverage
oblivious routing. Using nanophotonics, an oblivious routing
based on the wavelength to determine the path was used [67]
to create an all-optical data communication for a 2D torus net-
work.
The additional cost of multi-hop routing using a global inter-

connect can also be a problem if the global interconnect is used
as point-to-point channels in a multi-stage topology as the ben-
efit can be reduced because of the overhead. For example, a Clos
topology [68] is a multi-stage network that provides high perfor-
mance across any traffic pattern but requires a packet to traverse
multiple point-to-point channels. To avoid this, Joshi et al. [55]
proposed a photonic middle router such that a packet only needs
to traverse a single point-to-point channel with nanophotonics
while still providing the path diversity of a Clos topology.

C. Flow Control

Flow control determines how the network resources, pri-
marily network channels and buffers, are allocated. Packets are
partitioned into one or more flits (flow control digits) that are the
unit of flow control. A simpler flow control is bufferless flow
control [69] where buffers are removed, and when contention
for an output occurs, one of the packets is either deflected [40]
or dropped and re-transmitted [41]. However, both of these
approaches increase the number of channels that need to be
traversed and are likely not appropriate global interconnect
technologies. Another bufferless approach is circuit switching,
where the path from the source to the destination is reserved
and avoid any contention in the network when transmitting the
data. Circuit switching has been proposed with optics [47], [48]
to provide high bandwidth and low latency between the source
and destination and overcome the limitation of providing op-
tical buffers. As long as the cost of setting up the circuit can be
amortized by the usage, circuit switching can be a cost-efficient
alternative.
In comparison to bufferless flow control, buffered flow con-

trol, such as virtual-channel (VC) buffered flow control [70], is
commonly used in many NoC architectures. VCs partition each
input buffer into multiple lanes. Buffered flow control requires
proper buffer management to avoid buffer overflow through
credit-based flow control or on/off flow control [34]. Although
many interconnect technologies provide high bandwidth, flits
need to be properly sized in order to avoid any bandwidth frag-
mentation. For example, many of the optical NoCs have as-
sumed that a flit is equal to a packet size, which can be a cache
line. Although this simplifies flow control, it is not the most ef-
ficient method—e.g., if the channel width is 256 bytes but some
of the control packets are only 32 bytes, the remaining 224 bytes
would not be efficiently utilized.
Flow control must also guarantee that deadlock does not

occur in the network. Deadlock can occur because of routing
deadlock or high level protocol deadlock and can be handled
either with deadlock avoidance or deadlock detection and
recovery. Deadlock avoidance often requires additional re-
sources (such as VCs) while deadlock recovery requires, first,
detecting deadlock has occurred and then, recovering from it
in an efficient manner. Although deadlock avoidance has been
commonly used, if deadlock occur infrequently and can be
recovered efficiently (fast), deadlock recovery can be a better
option. In RF-I [33], deadlock recovery was used instead of
deadlock avoidance but requires an extra escape channel. It
remains to be seen if a low-latency high-bandwidth global
interconnect can be used to simplify the flow control.
To improve the performance of on-chip networks through

better flow control, express virtual channel (EVC) [71] has been
proposed where intermediate routers are bypassed. EVC enable
packets to avoid the latency of traversing intermediate routers.
For short-channels such as a 2D mesh topology, such flow con-
trol can be done efficiently but it is likely not appropriate for
a global interconnect. However, a global interconnect can pro-
vide an alternative way of providing the benefits of EVC, such
as the NOCHI architecture [72], which leverages low-swing
multi-drop wires for flow control signals to overcome some lim-
itations of EVC. In addition, instead of adding virtual express
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channels such as EVC, the alternate global interconnect tech-
nologies can also be exploited by adding physical express chan-
nels [60]. This can be done either through the topology, such
as the flattened butterfly topology, or application-specific long
links can be added [73]. Physical express channels can also
be leveraged in conjunction with 3D stacking [74], or wire-
less channels can be added such as iWISE (Inter-router Wire-
less Scalable Express Channels) [75]. With the alternative inter-
connect technologies, careful analysis is needed to evaluate the
trade-off between physical and virtual express topologies [76].

V. SYSTEM IMPLICATIONS

In this section, we discuss how advanced interconnect
technologies impact other aspects of system design including
process-memory communication and cache coherence. In
addition, we discuss how alternative interconnect technologies
can enable other capabilities to future manycore processors.

A. Processor-Memory Communication

Most of the research that has been discussed so far focused
on on-chip communications—i.e., communications that occur
within a single-chip manycore processor. However, another sig-
nificant challenge in manycore processors is overcoming the
memory bandwidth wall [77]—how to meet the increased band-
width demands of the increasing number of cores and supply the
bandwidth from the off-chip main memory. Using electrical sig-
naling, there can be more than an order of magnitude increase
in cost (energy per bit) of going off-chip to main memory. As
a result, different studies have been proposed that leverage ad-
vanced interconnect techniques not only for on-chip communi-
cation but also for processor-memory communication.
Batten et al. [58] use an opto-electrical global crossbar using

monolithic silicon photonics, but optics is extended to the pro-
cessor-to-DRAM network to increase the off-chip bandwidth
while increasing the energy efficiency of off-chip accesses.
Hendry et al. [78] also extend optics to off-chip access by ex-
tending photonic on-chip circuit switching to off-chip memory
access and provide end-to-end communication between the
cores and the DRAM modules through circuits. Multiband
Radio Frequency Interconnect (MRF-I) is used in a tree-based
multi-DIMM memory system architecture to increase the
scalability as the RF interconnect is leveraged to provide
point-to-point channels in the DIMM tree architecture [79].
3D integrated technology also provides an efficient DRAM
interface as the distance to memory is significantly reduced, and
the stacking of memory using TSVs has been proposed [80].
3D stacking by itself can provide advantages, but it can also
be combined with other technologies. Corona [30] explored
the idea of extending a manycore processor connected with
an optical crossbar with 3D memory stacking, which was also
connected optically.
3D stacking often uses TSV to interconnect the different

layers but alternative methods can be used to communicate
between stacked chips. While TSV still uses wires to com-
municate between the different layers, wireless methods to
communicate between the different stacked chips have been
recently proposed that include capacitive and inductive cou-
pling. These technologies can improve the off-chip memory

bandwidth while improving the efficiency of off-chip commu-
nication. Capacitive coupling (or proximity communication
[81]–[83]) improves the bandwidth/area significantly compared
with I/O through ball bonding by using two chips that are placed
face-to-face, separated by only a few microns. The capacitive
coupling can be used for processor-to-memory communication
or can be used to enable a scalable, multi-chip modules but
requires that the chips be physically touching one another and
is limited to adjacent chips. In comparison, inductive coupling
[84], [85] is able to couple links between more than two chips,
although the inductor diameter needs to be increased as the
number of chips increases. Miura et al. [86] describes how
DRAM chips can be stacked using the inductive-coupling
interface to provide high bandwidth to GPU at low energy.
In addition to simply replacing electrical channels with an al-

ternative interconnect, the interconnect can also impact the de-
sign of the DRAM memory system. Beamer et al. [87] extend
photonics into the DRAM chip to design the photonically-in-
terconnected DRAM (PIDRAM) chip while nanophotonics was
used to connect 3D-stacked memory by leveraging a separate
interface die within 3D stacked dies [88].

B. Cache Coherence and Other Features

In a shared-memory many-core system, providing scalable
cache coherency is a significant challenge [89]. Two approaches
are snoop-based cache coherence and directory-based cache co-
herence, each with a different trade-off. A bus-based network
can easily enable snoop-based cache coherence protocol but the
scalability of a conventional bus is often limited. Kirman et al.
[31] leverage an optical bus to provide a scalable bus intercon-
nect and support snoop-based cache coherency. The ATAC [64]
architecture also uses nanophotonics to enable a fast, efficient
broadcast to implement a new directory-based cache coherence
protocol to increase the scalability.
Most of the prior research that leverages new interconnect

technologies has attempted to improve the performance (such as
latency or bandwidth), reduce the cost (e.g., power), and/or im-
prove the efficiency in terms of Joules per bits. However, these
prior works also have assumed the network to be a dumb net-
work whose main goal is simply to transport bits from one lo-
cation to another location. In comparison, intelligence can be
added to the network to create a smart network and use the inter-
connect for something other than simply transporting bits. For
example, in-network coherence [90], [91] has been proposed
using conventional, electrical signaling where cache coherence
protocol can be implemented in the network itself by embed-
ding directories in the routers. Since coherence information is
added to the network, the round-trip latency required in a di-
rectory-based cache coherence is avoided. The low-latency of
global communication with alternative interconnect technolo-
gies enable fast exchange of information among the different
nodes in the network and presents new opportunities to create a
more smart network.
In addition, the advanced interconnect technologies can pro-

vide additional capabilities. For example, in addition to using
the nanophotonic for global data communication or arbitration
as discussed earlier, the nanophotonic can be leveraged to build
a race-free cache coherence protocol [92]. In this work, the light
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Fig. 12. Impact of on-chip interconnect on network and system performance.

pulse is used to represent a mutex and the low latency of the
optics enable atomic coherence to be provided. Nanophotonics
can also be leveraged to implement a barrier in a multi-thread
workload [93]. TLSync [94] also implements a barrier network
using transmission lines as different radio frequency spectrums
are used to support multiple barrier networks.
New interconnect technologies can also enable features that

might not have been available using conventional electrical sig-
naling technology. For example, 3D stacking is leveraged to
assist in debugging and testing by adding another layer con-
nected through 3D stacking that is provided as an option for
software developers [95]. One of the biggest challenge of future
manycore processors is parallel programming, and within par-
allel programming, the difficulty is often in the communication
aspect between the different cores. An ideal network for par-
allel programming is one where not only high bandwidth and
low latency are provided but minimal overhead is introduced
for communicating between any two components. One recent
approach to provide such communication is a fully-connected
topology with direct links between any two nodes: directly con-
nected arbitration-free photonic crossbar (DCAF) [96]. DCAF
provides a fully connected topology using photonics, but this
is also enabled by 3D stacking, by using a separate layer for
photonic channels and using photonic vias and grating couplers
[97].
With the increase in the different types of components in-

tegrated into a single chip or with different numbers of pro-
grams running simultaneously, some form of quality-of-service
(QoS) will be needed as different components or workloads
will have different resource requirements. Different QoS mech-
anisms have been proposed for electrical signaling baseline net-
works [98]–[100]; however, any advanced interconnect can pro-
vide additional advantages. For example, GSF [98] requires a
barrier network, and the performance impact of supporting QoS
is impacted by the barrier network latency. Advanced intercon-
nect technology can potentially improve overall performance
through a fast barrier network. In addition, the high bandwidth
and low latency of nanophotonics can be leveraged to provide
QoS as well [101], [102].

C. Network and System Evaluation

The interconnect performance metrics are relevant, including
latency and bandwidth, but how the interconnect impact overall
system performance and cost is more important since an on-chip
interconnect is not used by itself but integrated with other com-
ponents. For example, the performance of an NoC-only can be
represented with a plot shown in Fig. 12(a)—more resources

(or increased network cost with additional network bandwidth)
will likely improve the network performance, such as providing
higher throughput. However, for the same x-axis, if we measure
the overall system performance, the performance will saturate
at some point [Fig. 12(b)]—i.e., additional network resources
do not continue to improve overall system performance. Thus,
the network must be evaluated appropriately within the system
to understand the impact of the interconnect on overall system
and cost. The plots in Fig. 12 also assumed a constant noninter-
connect component (i.e., fixed number of cores) and plotted per-
formance as the interconnect resource was varied. However, in
power-constrained manycore processors, the constraints will be
different since as more power is consumed by the network, the
power consumed in the cores will need to be reduced which can
negatively impact overall performance. Thus, a properly bal-
anced network-on-chip design is needed.

VI. SUMMARY

This paper has provided an overview of new interconnect
technologies and their impact on the design of on-chip commu-
nication. As interconnect technologies continue to evolve, their
impact on on-chip communication will continue to change. Al-
though these technologies present some significant advantages,
in order to fully exploit the benefits of these new interconnect
technologies, more research is needed to overcome the chal-
lenges presented by these technologies and properly incorporate
them in the circuit and system design of future systems.
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